reviews of early synthesizers and personal computers as
well as alternative energy production methods such as
wind and solar power. Steve Jobs called the catalog a paperback version of Internet search engines. It brought the
personal computer to hippies, who celebrated it, like LSD,
as a technology to expand your mind.
Outside spirituality, digital pioneers have discovered
an abiding interest in something else, too: philosophy.
Companies seek advice from “chief philosophy ofﬁcers”
like Andrew Taggart, who preaches the gospel of self-examination to tech elites. “Philosophers arrive on the scene
at the moment when bullshit can no longer be tolerated.”
“And there’s plenty of it in Silicon Valley,” says Taggart, citing the rise of growth hackers and programming “ninjas,”
for example. Budding programmers at Stanford University
take classes on the impact of cognitive science, philosophy
and psychology on computing and artiﬁcial intelligence.
Humanities scholars are now hailed as the future of technical innovation, a debate the venture capitalist Scott Hartley
kicked off earlier this year with his book, “The Fuzzy and
the Techie: Why the Liberal Arts Will Rule the Digital World.”
In the future, new jobs will demand philosophical skills,
particularly in the development of artiﬁcial intelligence.
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at self-improvement. Some are served up by Ryan Holiday,
an author and former American Apparel marketing manager. Book titles like “Ego is the Enemy” and “The Obstacle
Is the Way” make plain this neo-Stoicist’s pop philosophy of
self-discovery. On Twitter and Instagram, hundreds of thousands of followers get prettily packaged pointers on managing stress in the digital world: “To resist is not mere folly,
but madness.”
For those experts who see philosophy as not simple
self-reﬂection, but a critical world view, this philosophical
renaissance is an opportunity to explore the ways in which
the ancient teachings dovetail with 21st century life. One
such thinker is Rebecca Newberger Goldstein, who earned
a PhD in philosophy at Princeton University. In her latest
book, “Plato at the Googleplex – Why Philosophy Won’t Go
Away,” she sends Plato on a journey through modern-day
North America and asks readers to join her in a thought
experiment: What would happen if Plato could see today’s
society? If he could Google questions instead of thinking
about them? And what happens when knowledge can be
crowdsourced?
The 2,400-year-old Greek thinker’s ancient arguments
collide with today’s everyday life. Goldstein, who borrows
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TRANSFORMING IDEAS
Nxt Wave Inc. is an independent strategy & technology advisory firm aimed at helping corporate
clients with relevant insights and intelligence. Nxt Wave Inc. has global alliances with cool vendors,
leading technology service providers and top notch analysts firms.

In the beginning there
was the Word..!
!
!
!

And…!

One day the Word !
was written down…

The invention of
writing marks the
birth of Civilization
as we know it
today…
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGiQaabX3_o

First we wrote on Clay…

Source: Google Search Engines
https://www.ancient.eu/
https://www.quielclass.com/mesopotamians-invented-writing.html

…and
now we
write in
Silicon
Clouds

!

“With the Rise of Smart Cities
we need next levels of cyber
security and cybertrust…

Smart City Operating System

So the
Big Q
is:
How to
Trust
online?

Trust me!

Don’t
Believe
Fake
Facts!

Next Waves of Disruption

Is Blockchain the New Clay?
Blockchain is an encrypted database that is immutable,
decentralized, and distributed.

As a digital platform with added security benefits, it
is seen as a grand solution for information security
and privacy in smart cities

Hype or Real?

Blockchain Adoption

Blockchains don’t actually eliminate trust. What they do is minimize the amount of trust required from
any single actor in the system. They do this by distributing trust among different actors in the system via
an economic game that incentivizes actors to cooperate with the rules defined by the protocol.
https://medium.com/@preethikasireddy/eli5-what-do-we-mean-by-blockchains-are-trustless-aa420635d5f6

Forecast
Gartner quantifies the value of technology innovation rather than the dollars

The business value-add of
blockchain will grow to slightly more than
spent on it.

$176 billion by 2025, and then it will
exceed

$3.1 trillion by
2030.

Thanks for your time. For more info please connect:
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